
‘I was in an underground train, a crowded train in which all sorts of people

jostled together, sitting and strap-hanging – workers of every description going

home at the end of the day. Quite suddenly I saw with my mind, but as vividly

as a wonderful picture, Christ in them all. Not only was Christ in every one of

them….but because they were here, the whole world was here too, here in this

underground train. I came out into the street and walked for a long time in the

crowds. It was the same here, on every side, in every passer-by, everywhere –

Christ. After a few days the vision faded. People looked the same again, there

was no longer the same shock of insight for me each time I was face to face

with another human being.’

I checked my homily for this Sunday of last year and saw that I had given an

account of a spiritual experience in London that set me on the road to

ordination, but what I have just related to you was not part of it. I have just

quoted a few words from a testimony of an English mystic called Carryl

Houselander, writing, I think, in the early 1950s, as she suddenly saw

something of the universal presence of Christ, an insight into his presence in

every human being and experience, and the intimate connection, the love of

God in Christ for the whole of humanity.

It was just such a moment of light, of insight, on a mountain, that was

experienced by the disciples in today’s Gospel, providing encouragement for

the weeks and years ahead, and as a homing point in the memory. It was such

a wonderful moment that Peter wanted to capture it, hold on to it in a

Moses-style tent of meeting. But neither one tent nor three could confine that

supreme meeting of God and humanity which was already present in the

person and life of Jesus himself. This divine encounter on the mountain God’s

confirmation that Jesus and what he represented was someone and something

much greater than they could normally see, and that from this point onward,

following him would be much more glorious even though humanly risky.

The Christian life is a pilgrimage, a walk with the Lord. Sometimes, most times

perhaps, our walk is in the seemingly rather barren wilderness of everyday

routines and concerns, and sometimes the road is difficult and uncertain. But

sometimes we are drawn to the mountain of prayer and to the experience of

light, perspective, connection, sureness, and deep peace. It may be on an

actual mountain, or in a forest, or just a room at home, or as Caryll



Houselander discovered, on the tube and the streets of London, or some other

place where we are engaged in our normal routines. It may come in the

normal course of our worship in church, for worship invites an encounter with

God. But sometimes, even in church, we can be just too caught up with our

own preoccupations to be truly receptive. God is always present to us, but are

we present enough to God? Are we aware that God is trying to communicate

with us?

Of course, in the Christian life we are not to be obsessed with mystical

experiences, or signs, or voices from heaven. We have the teaching of Jesus

himself to forbid it. If our lives are truly being lived ‘in Christ’, we already have

all we need. We are ourselves already in the Spirit, we are spiritual beings. As

those created in the image and likeness of God, that is what we are. I just love

how the American Franciscan, Richard Rohr puts it, ‘We are not human beings

having a spiritual experience, we are spiritual beings having a human

experience.’ The problem for so many human beings is that they just can’t see

it. They have shut down the spiritual side of life, or sadly it was never opened,

they were never introduced to it.

When, by the grace of God, we experience God’s light and presence a little

more vividly that usual, we must gratefully receive it. Like the experienced

mystics or contemplatives, we must treasure the moment, ponder it in the

heart, store it in the memory. But we must be humble about it and remember

that it has been given to us in order that we may glow when we come down

from our mountain, our spiritual high, given that we may reflect the glory and

the presence of God: not necessarily with physically shining faces, but certainly

enlightened, encouraged, more confident and more committed in our walk

with the Lord, and, hopefully, becoming better people, better Christians, who

can encourage and inspire others, that they too may see something of the light,

the presence of God and be drawn to it.

Let us now walk hopefully and more contemplatively into the pilgrimage of

Lent which begins on Wednesday. Forty days of grace, or forty-six if you

include the Sundays. It is a time when most of all we are called to focus on our

journey of life and our walk with the Lord, as we follow his journey to the cross

and the glory beyond it.




